
W450 x D250 x H900mmIT-T310
Solid wood frame, Stainless 
steel oil rubbed copper, Steel 
black powder coat matt
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CODE & MATERIALS DIMENSIONSInter Console

W470 x D290 x H1800mmIT-V110
Solid wood frame, Stainless 
steel oil rubbed copper, Steel 
black powder coat matt
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CODE & MATERIALS DIMENSIONSInter Coat Hanger 

The Inter collection harness the inherent beauty of simple 
materials, blending them into pieces that seamlessly balance 
sculpture and furniture, art, and function. The interplay of 
vertical and horizontal elements defines each component’s 
function, with deliberate dualistic contrasts—wood versus metal, 
tube versus plank. This not only enriches visual appeal but also 
enhances the collection’s versatility for a wide range of spaces.

Two distinct pieces within the collection echo this design 
spirit: one stands tall as an open coat hanger, while 
the other, with a lower profile, serves as a console.

Inter
by Neri&Hu

The James collection is an understated exploration of modern 
masculinity – at once bold and defined, but also light and 
elegant. The range includes a chaise, stool and bar trolley, 
each one meticulously proportioned and ergonomically shaped.

All pieces have been designed to turn negative space into an 
aesthetic feature, making use of floating planes and wireframes 
to lend them an air of sleekness and simplicity. Full of subtle 
details and stowaway compartments, James is subtly inspired
by the world of performance cars. The automotive references 
are also echoed in the materials: warm and tactile black 
metal, walnut wood and sable-tone matte leather.

W870 x D575 x H795mmJA-CA110
Wood veneer panels, Steel 
black powder coat sand 
brust, Solid walnut handle 
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CODE & MATERIALS DIMENSIONSJames Bar Cart

W545 x D445 x H465mm 
Seating height: 465mm

JA-S610
Steel black powder coat 
sand brust legs with solid 
walnut detail, Leather seat
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CODE & MATERIALS DIMENSIONSJames Stool

James
by Yabu Pushelberg
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